Human language is unparalleled in both its expressive capacity and its diversity. What accounts for the enormous diversity of human languages [13] ? Recent evidence suggests that the structure of languages may be shaped by the social and demographic environment in which the languages are learned and used. In an analysis of over 2,000 languages Lupyan and Dale [25] demonstrated that socio-demographic variables, such as population size, significantly predicted the complexity of inflectional morphology: Languages spoken by smaller populations tend to employ more complex inflectional systems. Languages spoken by larger populations tend to avoid complex morphological paradigms, employing lexical constructions instead. This relationship may exist because of how language learning takes place in these different social contexts [44, 45] . In a smaller population, a tightly-knit social group combined with exclusive or almost exclusive language acquisition by infants permits accumulation of complex inflectional forms. In larger populations, adult language learning and more extensive cross-group interactions produce pressures that lead to morphological simplification. In the current paper, we explore this learningbased hypothesis in two ways. First, we develop an agent-based simulation that serves as a simple existence proof: As adult interaction increases, languages lose inflections. Second, we carry out a correlational study showing that English-speaking adults who had more interaction with non-native speakers as children showed a relative preference for over-regularized (i.e., morphologically simpler) forms. The results of the simulation and experiment lend support to the linguistic niche hypothesis: Languages may vary in the ways they do in part due to different social environments in which they are learned and used. In short, languages adapt to the learning constraints and biases of their learners.
Introduction
Languages differ greatly in their degree of morphological complexity [17] . At the one extreme are languages in which semantic distinctions are made almost exclusively 2 Dale & Lupyan through lexical means; at the other extreme are polysynthetic languages in which a relatively small set of lexical items are combined with a large set of affixes to make semantic distinctions in ways that have been compared to chemical compounds [36] . In the middle lies a continuum of morphological specification. For example, in English the past-tense is generally marked by adding -ed to the end of a verb stem (a simple morphological encoding). In comparison, the Peruvian language Yagua uses 5 inflections on verbs to denote levels of temporal remoteness: For example, -jásiy is used to mark an event that happened just recently, and another inflection, -jay, is used to communicate an event that occurred a week to a month ago [34] . In English a speaker can, of course, simply add more descriptive content through lexical means: I ate the cheese a few hours ago. However, morphologically encoded semantic distinctions tend to be (1) obligatory (an English-speaker cannot simply omit a verb-tense), and (2) more idiosyncratic. Although English morphological expressions of tense do contain some irregular forms (walk/walked, but eat/ate), the simple morphology leaves little room for irregularities and context-sensitive paradigms of the type that occur in more morphologically rich languages like Yagua.
What factors drive languages, over a historical time scale, to employ more or less specified inflectional systems? At least part of the answer may lie in the ways that a given language is learned and used [44, 45] . The grammatical structure of languages adjusts as a function of the communicative needs and learning constraints of the speaking community. This general idea that grammatical structure is constrained by the community learning and speaking the language has been proposed by a number of authors [11, 27, 29, [43] [44] [45] [46] 9] .
Consider the two languages just described. Yagua is spoken by about sixthousand people, and English by hundreds of millions [16] . Yagua is considerably more morphologically elaborated than English. Though there are exceptions to this pattern, these two languages serve to exemplify the general trend identified in analysis of over 2,000 languages: Languages spoken by smaller populations, and over smaller geographic areas, tend to employ more complex inflectional morphology. Languages spoken by larger populations and over larger geographic areas tend to have sparser inflection and tend to employ lexical over inflectional devices [25] . Following the terminology of [46] , we term languages spoken in small communities as occupyng the esoteric niche, and languages spoken in large communities (with correspondingly larger numbers of adult learners) as occupying the exoteric niche.
One way to explain the relationship between social and grammatical structurewhat we have termed the linguistic niche hypothesis-is by appealing to different learning skills of children and adults. Consider that, by definition, unlearnable languages cannot exist [9] , and all natural languages are subject to the learning constraints of infants (insofar as languages not learnable by infants will be unlikely to be passed on to the subsequent generation). However, only some languages are additionally subject to the learning constraints of adults. The majority of languages are learned completely or almost completely by infants (consider also that half of the world's languages have fewer than 7000 speakers [16] learned primarily as non-native languages by a large proportion of speakers (e.g., English has 70% L2 speakers, [16] ). Language acquisition during infancy (despite a lack of consensus accounts of underlying mechanisms) appears to be a relatively robust and fast process [1] . Infants transition from a few early vocalization types [33] to syntactic skill in a matter of a few years [41] . Second-language (L2) learning, by contrast, appears to pose substantial problems, especially for learning phonology and syntax: Individuals learning an L2 as adults can speak it for decades without measurable improvements in grammatical fluency [31] .
Consider a language that is being spoken in the exoteric niche. As a language spreads over a larger area (e.g., as a result of colonization), it tends to accumulate more L2 learners for reasons of intermarriage, trade, cross-cultural exchange, migration, etc. Insofar as complex morphology poses a challenge to L2 learners, their learning is incomplete, and the languages they pass on to their children are simplified (see [25, 26] for further explication). The result is that over historical time, grammatical paradigms difficult for L2 learners to master become simplified [11, 27, 43, 46] . In particular, larger populations and corresponding increase in L2 learning may bring about a pressure on languages to drop morphological inflections, insofar as these pose learning challenges and often are informationally redundant [27] .
Why would complex morphological systems arise in languages to begin with? We theorized [25] that such systems may have arisen as an adaptation to the esoteric niche. That is, although complex morphological paradigms are dispreferred in the exoteric niche due to the learning difficulty they pose for adults, the same paradigms may paradoxically facilitate infant language acquisition. One reason is that because morphological markings of relational roles, number, evidentiality, possibility, possession, demonstratives, etc., make these distinctions obligatory, this added redundancy may help the infant learner connect the language to goings-on in the world around her. What appears to be redundant information to adult learners, may provide infants with additional cues to assist language learning, permitting them to rely less on extralinguistic cues and context to extract meaning (see [25] for discussion).
The linguistic niche hypothesis is consistent with much prior work exploring the origins of linguistic diversity [11, 27, 35, 43, 46] . However, at present, there is no computational demonstration of how differences in the language learning community can lead to differences in structure of language over historical time (though for related models see [5, 15, 23, 30] ). The growing application of population dynamics [32] , statistical mechanics [2, 4, 24] , network analysis and dynamics [5, 7, 22] , game theory [19] , and agent-based modeling [12, 21, 40] to language change and evolution offers a wide range of possibilities for computational exploration (as evidenced by this volume, and see [3, 8, 20] for previous review). The purpose of the current paper is to develop a simple agent-based simulation of the dynamics predicted by the linguistic niche hypothesis, and to test one of the predictions with human data. In section 2, we present an agent-based model that serves as a simple existence proof This simple representation forms the basis of this agent-based simulation. By connecting these agents, and imposing learning and communication constraints (see below), idealized linguistic change can be explored under these various constraints. As iterations of the agent-based simulation unfold, an agent A's morphological encoding can be given a score as the proportion of messages that have inflection bits turned on (see Fig. 1, top) . In the initial simulation below, we further detail how communication and linguistic change are implemented in this basic framework. This first simulation establishes the context of a population "adult" agents, which prefer to drop inflection.
Simulation 1: When adults learn, inflections are dropped
In a first simulation, we assume that all agents can communicate with all others with equal probability. Given N agents in a population, the probability at any given point that an agent will communicate with another is 1/N . Upon one iteration of the simulation, we randomly select pairs of agents to communicate. This is done by simply comparing their bit vectors using a normalized Hamming distance:
Agents are deemed to successfully communicate and do not change their language when D(Ai, Aj) < 1. 1 is the lower bound on communication such that agents are deemed to be members of the same linguistic group, and will not change their bit-vector encoding.
However, if two agents Ai and Aj have D(Ai, Aj) ≥ 1, but also reveal a smaller difference than some upper-bound of communication D(Ai, Aj) < 2, then they will carry out an adjustment of their coding. Because this initial simulation is meant to capture the learning tendencies of adults (as described in the introduction), then the agent with the highest morphological encoding score randomly has one of its on-bits set to 0. In the case that D(Ai, Aj) ≥ 2 the two agents do not successfully This simple representation forms the basis of this agent-based simulation. By connecting these agents, and imposing learning and communication constraints (see below), idealized linguistic change can be explored under these various constraints. As iterations of the agent-based simulation unfold, an agent A's morphological encoding can be given a score as the proportion of messages that have inflection bits turned on (see Fig. 1, top) . In the initial simulation below, we further detail how communication and linguistic change are implemented in this basic framework. This first simulation establishes the context of a population "adult" agents, which prefer to drop inflection.
However, if two agents Ai and Aj have D(Ai, Aj) ≥ 1, but also reveal a smaller difference than some upper-bound of communication D(Ai, Aj) < 2, then they will carry out an adjustment of their coding. Because this initial simulation is meant to capture the learning tendencies of adults (as described in the introduction), then the agent with the highest morphological encoding score randomly has one of its on-bits set to 0. In the case that D(Ai, Aj) ≥ 2 the two agents do not successfully of the linguistic-niche hypothesis. The simulation makes the qualitative prediction that adult learners who are exposed to different languages, cultures, and a larger number of non-native speakers of the language ought to have different metalinguistic biases. These biases relate to the probability that an adult learner would embrace certain kinds of linguistic expressions after exposure to a large and more complex social structure. In section 3, we substantiate this qualitative prediction with an empirical study.
Simulations
An agent-based framework was developed based on recent work in Chater et al. [6] . In this framework, agents are represented as bit vectors that encode particular grammatical features. In our case, we define an agent as a bit vector of M messages, A = (0, 1, 1, ...), each dimension of which represents a particular message. The simplest way of encoding "morphology" in this system is to have the bit vector encode 1 on the messages that have "inflection," and 0 on those that do not. Some example agents are displayed in Fig. 1 
(lower).
This simple representation forms the basis of this agent-based simulation. By connecting these agents, and imposing learning and communication constraints (see below), idealized linguistic change can be explored under various constraints. As iterations of the agent-based simulation unfold, an agent A's morphological encoding can be given a score as the proportion of messages that have inflection bits turned on (see Fig. 1, top) . In the initial simulation below, we further detail how communication and linguistic change are implemented. In simulation 1, we assume that all agents can communicate with all others with equal probability. Given N agents in a population, the probability at any given point that an agent will communicate with another is 1/N . On the first iteration of the simulation, agent vectors are set randomly with 0's and 1's. Upon each subsequent iteration of the simulation, we randomly select pairs of agents to communicate. This is done by simply comparing their bit vectors using a normalized Hamming distance:
Agents are deemed to successfully communicate and do not change their language when D(A i , A j ) < 1 . 1 is the lower bound on communication, and when agent codes differ only by this much, they are deemed to be members of the same linguistic group, and will not change their bit-vector encoding.
However, if two agents A i and A j have D(A i , A j ) ≥ 1 , but also reveal a smaller difference than some upper-bound of communication D(A i , A j ) < 2 , then they will carry out an adjustment of their coding. Because simulation 1 is meant to capture the learning tendencies of adults who find complex morphology difficult to pick up, the agent with the highest morphological encoding score randomly has one of its on-bits set to 0, creating a bias against complex morphology. In the case that D(A i , A j ) ≥ 2 the two agents do not successfully communicate and do not carry out any modification of their morphological coding. These simple communication rules form the basis of adult interaction in these simulations, and are not unlike basic communication rules in other work [6] .
A single run of our simulation is composed of many iterations. Each iteration of a run is a bout of communication in which each agent has a turn communicating with one other agent. 100 separate runs of 500 iterations were carried out across a range of the parameters N (population) and M (messages). a Results are shown in Fig. 2 (left) , and reflect general trends of this simple "adult" system. When population is small, language systems rapidly stabilize in a particular morphological configuration. When population increases, languages become moving targets, and gradually lose inflectional on-bits. It can be shown that the lower bound of communication reflects an attractor for morphological coding in a growing population of learners: lim N →infĀ = 1 . In other words, in this simple simulation, as populations grow, morphological encoding approach a score that is reflective of the lower bound of successful communication (the communicative "slack" that is permissible across agent "dialects").
a We chose N and M parameters based on piloting of early simulations. These parameters can only be interpreted relatively: When N is larger, there are more agents in the populations. We do not intend for these parameters to reflect actual population values or demographic characteristics in real human societies -only the presence of different distributions over social networks and learning. More realistic parameter values may be carried out, as we describe below, if one takes into account social network structure and perhaps more dynamic features of cross-cultural interaction (e.g., between-group trade and interaction). Using small population sizes in existence proofs of this kind is common practice [6] . Results of the simulation with only "adult" agents. As above, morphological score is equal to the proportion of an agent's vector containing 1's (e.g., the proportion of messages morphologically marked). A line reflects the mean morphological score across N agents of a given run. In small groups (N = 5), languages can stabilize on a range of morphological complexity. Larger groups involve descent towards near-total loss of inflection. Right panel: When agents are occasionally recycled, and "infant" agents learn from adult agents, high inflection becomes an attractor for language change. However, as group size increases, loss of inflection again dominates. In both panels M represents the number of messages (dimensionality of bit vectors). In both 1 = .1, 2 = .4. In the second simulation, the death rate is .05 (probability of one death per iteration).
The primary purpose of simulation 1 was to set up an agent-based framework for subsequent exploration. Its results are, perhaps, easily anticipated. It is important to note that in "esoteric" agent networks, stable inflecting strategies (in these simple systems) are capable of serving as equilibrium points because the population can descend upon a consistent code quickly enough to achieve the lower bound of communication 1 . In communities composed of only adults, complex inflectional forms either reduced or remained stable; to demonstrate that complex morphologies can accumulate over time, we simulate the addition of "infant" agents into the population.
Simulation 2: Adding children promotes inflection
In the second simulation, the framework developed in simulation 1 was modified by adding gradual replacement of adult agents with "infant" agents. With some probability at each iteration, a random agent might "die" and be replaced with an "infant" that had its inflectional bit-vector set to undetermined values (akin to [6] ). When this happened, that infant would engage in communication at the next iteration, and would set its bits in a manner often referred to as "frequency boosting," a pattern seen in real child learning [38] . This learning rule is simple, and results in an amplification of an already-existing encoding strategy. Let denote the new agent, A i the randomly chosen teacher agent, andĀ i this agent's mean encoding score. The frequency boosting works in the following way: The kth element of A 0 is set to the same value of A i if that kth value in A i is equal to the mode in the bit vector (Eq. 1). Otherwise, the other bit values are randomly selected from a uniform distribution (Eq. 2):
H here is the step function and returns 0 if its input is less than or equal to 0, and 1 if its input is greater than 0. BecauseĀ i lies between 0 and 1, subtracting .5 returns 0 if the most common encoding strategy is none (mostly 0's,Ā i ≤ .5) or 1 if the most common strategy is morphological encoding (mostly 1's,Ā i > .5).
When running the same set of parameters N and M as described in simulation 1, the result is considerably different from the first simulation (see Fig. 2, right) . With small groups, there are two distinct attractor states for morphological score: high and low. Across the 100 runs (of 500 iterations), a large proportion of the runs began to take on more complex encoding strategies, while another proportion descended towards loss of inflection. This emerges simply from "infant" agents frequency boosting the already-existing coding strategy of current adults. Importantly, when the simulation moves from an esoteric (N = 5) to a more exoteric (N = 20) niche, adult learning and interactions dominate, and the stable morphological code again approaches 1 .
Simulation 3: Child bias for inflection in learning
Simulation 2 was based merely on "infant" agents boosting the prevalent strategy of the adults who interact with them. There was no bias for the infant agents to favor inflections, as discussed in the introduction. To implement this next, we slightly modified Eq. 2 above to favor inflection during frequency boosting: H(U (0, 1) − 1/2 + b). This parameter b simply increases the likelihood that when the infant agent's encodings are randomly set, the agent's learning rules now favor encoding (=1). For example, if b = .5, then there is an added 50% likelihood (given U (0, 1) − 1/2) that a given element will become an on-bit. We carried out the same simulation as the previous one, this time with 2,000 iterations (again, for 100 runs). Results are shown in Fig. 3 with b = .5, N = 5, M = 10, and 's the same as above. The strongest attractor state in this simulation is maximal encoding (=1) -accounting for a full 40% of all the simulation runs. Some runs of the simulation were still stable at lower encoding scores, but only half that number (20%) descended to a score of 0 (see Fig. 3, right) . In separate simulations not shown here, if we assume that children occasionally create novel grammaticalized forms, then the lower encoding states become more unstable, and trend towards more elaborated systems in esoteric (small network) communities.
Simulation 4: Incoming population of adults
Imagine that a small community speaking language L experiences a sudden influx of outsiders who try to learn L. L now becomes increasingly subject to the learning constraints of these new adult learners. This scenario can be readily modeled in the current framework. We ran a version of simulation 3 for 500 iterations. The first 250 iterations had 5 agents, a small group that permitted the emergence of heavily coded bit vectors (see Fig. 4, iterations 1-250) . In this simulation, at iteration 250, we introduced a larger number of novel adult agents who then proceeded to interface with the pre-existing community. This rapid emergence of adult interaction caused the high morphological scores to be unstable, and all the runs produced a precipitous drop in morphological complexity (see Fig. 4, iterations 251-500) .
This introduction of "non-native" speakers in a growing interacting population leads to a simplification of the inflectional encoding of messages in the bit vectors. Thus, as the population of the language L grows, accumulating interactions with L2 learners who speak an approximation of the "original" version of L, the original group of speakers may be inclined to change their own linguistic code. Even when this change is slight, the changes accumulate from iteration to iteration. The linguistic niche hypothesis and the results of the simulation predict that something like this actually occurs. We provide an initial test of this prediction in a simple human study, presented next.
Human Study
As noted in the previous paragraph, a growing population is likely to experience an influx of non-native speakers with whom the dominant linguistic group communicates. The correlation between L2 speakers and population size can be easily observed in natural languages [16] . According to the linguistic niche hypothesis and the results of simulation 4, we may observe these effects even within a language insofar as L1 speakers of that language may be exposed to different different proportions of L2 speakers. One interesting comparison is American and British English. As evidenced by n-gram analyses, American English is substantially more regular when it comes to the past-tense paradigm than British English, owing to greater regularization of irregular verb forms (see [28] , Fig. 2G ). Inspired by the observation made by Trudgill concerning apparent greater productivity (i.e., regularity) of derivational morphology in American vs. British English, we decided to do our own informal analysis using Google search results from American and British websites as the dependent variable. As shown in Fig. 5 , left, there is indeed a tendency for American English to generalize derivational patterns such as pay/payee, retire/retiree more than British English.
One common explanation for such differences in regularity/productivity is that American English is simply more innovative. If true, we might expect that just as novel regularizations are apparently welcomed in American English, so would occasional irregularizations (i.e., decreases in productivity)-both are innovations after all. Although a comprehensive test of this hypothesis is lacking at present, a telling example concerns one of the few verb forms which is at present becoming irregular: the past tense of to light is shifting from lighted to lit. We performed a Google n-gram analysis (http://books.google.com/ngrams) examining the frequency trajectories of light and lit. In printed British English, lit overtook lighted in 1908. In contrast, in American English the switch did not take place until 1943. We also performed the light/lit comparison using the Google Trends dataset (http://www.google.com/trends), which tracks Google search keywords and is thus more up-to-date and reflects more casual language usage. It shows that in American English, the ratio of lit to lighted is 1.86:1. In British English, the ratio cannot be computed because there are insufficient occurrences of the term lighted. Thus, at least in this case, Americans appear to be less innovative when it comes to irregularization, once again trending towards greater regularity. The linguistic niche hypothesis offers an explanation: American English is more regular than British English because it has more non-native learners for whom deviations from dominant grammatical paradigms pose a greater learning problem than for L1 learners (80% of English speakers are L1 speakers in the US vs. 95% in the UK, [16] ). We sought to test this prediction in a human study involving only American English speakers. We recruited human participants to provide judgments about the past-tense of several English verbs that currently have both regular and irregular forms. We predicted that individuals who learned English in a more exoteric context (e.g., having more contact with non-native speakers) would be more likely to prefer regularized forms relative to individuals who learned English without exposure to L2 learners [42] .
Methods
We recruited 95 participants from the United States were recruited online via Amazon Mechanical Turk [39] . These participants were queried on their opinions regard- ing regularization of the forms lit/lighted, snuck/sneaked, sped/speeded, wed/wedded, and bent/bended. Participants were presented with identical sentence frames for both irregular and regular verb forms (e.g., They sneaked around / They snuck around), and asked to rate acceptability of each verb on a scale from 1 (completely unacceptable) to 5 (sounds perfect). A "regularity score" was calculated for each participant from their average score on this scale for the (over)regularized verbs. In addition to gathering the participants' ratings on these sentences, we also asked them about their level of education, and social environment, including whether their parents were born in the US, what proportion of their friends and close acquaintances were non-native speakers of English, and what proportion of such speakers were friends during childhood. These latter two questions used an ordinal scale: (1) 0%, (2) 1-5%, (3) 6-10%, (4) 11-20%, (5) 21-30%, (6) 31-50%, (7) greater than 50%. The great majority of participants fell into the first three response bins. In addition to this self-reported degree of exposure to non-native speakers, we also used US Census records to calculate an objective measure of prevalence of non-native speakers in each US state. This native-speaker advantage score was calculated by dividing the (log-transformed) number of households in each state reporting that only English is spoken in the home by the number of households reporting languages other than English spoken in the home. We reasoned that individuals growing up in states with greater native-speaker advantage scores would be less likely to be exposed to non-native English speakers (and, by extension, to varieties of English spoken by non-native speakers).
Results
One participant was excluded due to being an extreme outlier in verb judgments, and two others were excluded for failing to answer questions correctly. An additional 8 did not indicate in what state they grew up and thus are missing native-speaker advantage scores. Given the expected overall preference for the irregular versions of forms such speeded/sped, all participants preferred the irregular forms over the regular forms, paired t-test: t(91) = 17.96, p < .0005; the preference for the irregular forms was also significant in a by-item analysis, t(4) = 11.40, p < .0005. Importantly, the endorsement of regular forms was predicted by the participants' self-reported proportion of friends/acquaintances they knew while growing up who were not native English speakers, Pearson's r = .23, p = .025 (see Fig. 5, right) . This relationship remained significant when education was partialed out, r = .24, p = .024 (education by itself did not predict acceptability ratings). The relationship was also significant in an ordinal logistic regression, controlling for education: odds − ratio = .78, p = .028. The current proportion of non-native English speakers known by the participant was not a reliable predictor of sentence acceptability, p > .2.
The native-speaker advantage, computed from US Census records, was significantly correlated with mean regularity, r = −.23, p = .035, and remained significant 12 Dale & Lupyan when controlling for education, r = −.24, p = .031. A multiple regression analysis controlling for education showed that the native-speaker advantage score remained a significant predictor of endorsement of regular forms controlling for the self-reported proportion of native-speakers known in childhood, b = −.48, t = 2.07, p = .042. The latter predictor was no longer significant with native-speaker advantage score in the model, t < 1.
This simple and admittedly preliminary study provides evidence that the social environment in which a language is learned is associated with detectable systematic differences on acceptability judgments: Individuals who reported knowing more non-native speakers when they were growing up tended to more strongly endorse (over-)regularized forms of past-tense verbs: a result consistent with the prediction from the linguistic niche hypothesis. The present results leave open many questions such as whether the observed association is due to participants' direct experience with non-native English speakers or their experience to a linguistic milieu variously shaped by non-native speakers. The present results, however preliminary, are valuable in that they connect typically separated avenues of inquiry in the language sciences: The mechanisms hypothesized to create diachronic changes may be acting in measurable ways in synchronic patterns of behavior. The linguistic niche hypothesis may serve as an explanatory bridge between these patterns of change at different levels of social scale, from social groups to individual learners.
Conclusion
In this paper we developed an agent-based framework, and ran a series of simulations that serve as a basic existence proof of the linguistic niche hypothesis. When simple agents following simple learning rules are combined in social networks, social dynamics have large effects on the structure of resultant languages. At the level of individual agent behavior, simulation 4 suggests that adult agents in a growing social context may be biased towards morphological simplification. We provided some preliminary evidence for this in a human study of English verb regularization. The model shows that (a simplified notion of) linguistic typology can be constrained by subtle learning constraints accumulating over extended periods of time; the human data suggest that these subtle learning constraints may be observable in human subjects.
The current approach has a number of limitations (which we are addressing in ongoing work). The simulations implement morphological encoding in a very simple way, and are based on small social networks. Motivated by previous work [6] , the simulations serve as a computational framework in which the linguistic niche hypothesis can be explored and gradually scaled up. Although simplistic, the assumptions we made in our simulations are well within the scope of complexity common to many formal analyses of language in the relevant literature (e.g., form-reference mappings as in [32] ). A specific example of such scaling up is encoding syntactic rules in the agents' grammars, such as whether determiners (e.g., English the) ap- pear before or after their nouns [10] . In this way, grammatical rule systems could be integrated in the current simulation. In addition, it may be possible to integrate it with explorations of other network properties, such as small-world structure [22] ; these structures may be potentially mapped onto quantitative data from natural linguistic typology [18] as well as artificial grammar-learning experiments.
In the current paper, we have implemented a simple computational framework for testing predictions of the linguistic-niche hypothesis [25] , previously articulated in a variety of forms, [11, 27, 43, 46] . When agents of varying cognitive constraints converge in social networks, the resulting linguistic systems have equilibria that are partly a function of the structure of that social network. In the case of simulation 4, this may be an emergent property of the social network. In this simulation, added adult members of a community broaden the linguistic environment, and create opportunities for slight linguistic change within each round of interaction. The new stable patterns having reduced morphological encoding result from the cumulative effect of this communicative "sampling" in a larger and more densely packed social network.
The empirical data we present are also subject to simplifying assumptions and are best viewed as a starting point for a full-scale investigation. Despite these shortcomings, the fact remains that acceptability judgments of English sentences are predictable from such seemingly irrelevant factors as the self-reported proportion of non-native speakers in the speaker's social circle during childhood, but not at present times, and the proportion of households using languages other than English in the US state where the participant grew up. These observed correlations, although requiring further explication, may derive from the interaction between our subjects, who are members of the dominant linguistic group, and non-native English speakers. The effects of these interactions may relate to recent experimental findings suggesting that significant change in artificial languages can occur through coordination between pairs of participants (see e.g. [14, 37] ), affording another possible avenue for investigating these linguistic tendencies.
In sum, we presented here a simple computational instantiation of the linguistic niche hypothesis: the claim that languages adapt to the social environment in which they are learned and used. Insofar as adults and children differ in their learning biases, languages "optimized" for adult and child acquisition come to have different structures. Our computational framework provides an initial existence proof of this hypothesis, showing, for example, how languages composed purely of L1 learners can stabilize at high levels of morphological complexity and how introducing L2 learners into a population composed of L1 learners can lead to morphological simplification. The empirical data provide additional evidence, however preliminary, that the impact of social structure on language is observable even within a single generation, making the results potentially relevant to understanding language change on a range of timescales.
